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I. SUMMARY 
 
Cyprus, the third largest island in the Mediterranean, had at the end of 1998 a population of 
approximately 752,000 inhabitants, made up of the Greek Cypriot community (640,000 
inhabitants), the Turkish Cypriot community (88,000 inhabitants) and 24,000 others. Cyprus has 
been linked to the European Union since 1972 by an association agreement, and on 4 July 1990 
it applied for membership of the Union. 
 
Cyprus, which amply fulfils the political and economic membership criteria, has a special 
political situation: part of its territory is illegally occupied by a third country, Turkey, and has 
unilaterally declared itself to be an independent republic. It enjoys no international recognition - 
the peace process is at a standstill. 
 
The opening of negotiations could act as a stimulus to a settlement of the problem. This is the 
view of the European Union institutions, which encourage a peaceful solution, as well as 
participation by the northern part of the island in the accession process, which should benefit the 
whole island. 
 
The official accession process has been underway since 31 March 1998. Screening of various 
chapters - 31 in total - of the acquis communautaire has been going on since April with Cyprus 
and the other first-wave applicant countries. It has been possible to arrive at joint negotiating 
positions in a number of sectors. 
 
In November 1998, the Commission submitted its report on the progress made by Cyprus 
towards accession to the European Council; in general Cyprus has progressed well with adoption 
of the acquis, especially in the Customs Union.   Progress has still to be made with strengthening 
administrative capacities in a number of sectors. 
 
The Commission points out that because of the refusal of the Turkish Cypriot community to send 
representatives to the negotiations the analysis of the acquis could not cover the whole island. 
 
With a view to the Helsinki European Council, the Commission submitted a new report on 
Cyprus’ progress towards accession on 13 October 1999. The next regular report of the 
Commission is expected on 8 November 2000. 
 
 * * * 
 
II. POLITICAL SITUATION 
 
 a)  Recent history 
 
Cyprus (a British colony since 1925) became independent on 16 August 1960. The 1960 
constitution instituted a presidential republic and a single state in which the Greek Cypriot 
community (about 82% of the population at the time) and the Turkish Cypriot community (about 
18% of the population) shared power on a 70%/30% basis. There were growing differences 
between the two communities regarding the constitution and the disclosure of the Akritas Plan. 
Tension was increased by plans to unite the island to Greece (Enosis) or Turkey (Taksim). 
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There were violent clashes (between December 1963 and August 1964). Political and 
administrative representatives of the Turkish Cypriot community set up a provisional 
administration which had no constitutional basis. 
 
In February 1964, the threat to international security prompted the United Nations Security 
Council to adopt a resolution establishing UNFICYP (still in place) to keep the peace and protect 
international security. 
 
President Makarios attempted to pursue a policy of conciliation and independence. But the pro-
Enosis campaign supported by the Greek military junta led to a coup d'état against President 
Makarios on 15 July 1974. Following the coup, Turkey carried out a military invasion of the 
north of Cyprus on 20 July 1974, which it justified under the guarantee treaty. After a second 
intervention in August, which could not be justified by the guarantee treaty, the Turkish army 
occupied 37% of the island's territory. A cease-fire was declared on 18 August 1974, confirming 
the partition of the island. The period that followed was characterised by territorial occupation, 
loss of life, flight by sections of the population and destruction of the cultural heritage. In 
November 1983, the illegally occupied zone proclaimed itself the 'Turkish Republic of Northern 
Cyprus' (TRNC), illegally in the eyes of the United Nations Security Council. Partition of the 
island thus became a reality. 
 
Since 1964, the UN has been making proposals and engaging in other efforts directed at reaching 
a peaceful solution; it wants the negotiations to focus on a unified State, i.e. an independent, 
bizonal, non-aligned federal republic made up of two politically equal communities. So far it has 
been unsuccessful (see United Nations Security Council resolutions 1179/98 and 939/94). 
 
 b)  Institutions 
 
Under the 1960 constitution, the Republic of Cyprus is an independent sovereign republic with a 
presidential system. The President of the Republic, elected for 5 years by direct universal 
suffrage, exerts executive power through a Council of Ministers which he appoints.  
 
The last presidential elections were held on 8 February (first round) and 16 February (second 
round) 1998 The outgoing President, Mr Glafcos Clerides, was re-elected with 50.8% of the 
vote. The turnout was 93.37%.  
 
The next presidential elections will be held in February 2003. 
 
Legislative power is exercised by the House of Representatives, which originally consisted of 
56 Greek Cypriot members and 24 Turkish Cypriot members. Since the withdrawal of the 
Turkish Cypriots from the Republic's institutions, the House of Representatives has functioned 
with only the 56 Greek Cypriots. The last elections were held on 26 May 1996 (with a turnout of 
91.75%).  
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The results in the last two parliamentary elections (1991 and 1996) were as follows: 
 
                                                                                      1991   1996 

 
Political parties 

 
% 

 
Seats 

 
% 

 
Seats 

 
DISY (Democratic Rally) 
AKEL (Communist Party) 
DIKO (Democratic Party) 
EDEK (Socialist Party) 
ADISOK (Democratic Socialist Reform Movement) 

 
35.8 
30.6 
19.5 
10.9 
  2.4 

 
20 
18 
11 
 7 
 0 

 
34.47 
33 
16.43 
 8.13 
 1.44 

 
20 
19 
10 
 5 
 0 

 
New parties 
Free Democrats (Ked) 
New Horizon 
Greens 
Independents 

 
 

 
 

 
 
3.69 
1.71 
1.00 
0.13 

 
 
2 
0 
0 
0 

 
TOTAL 

 
 

 
56 

 
                  

  56 
 

 
 
The next legislative elections are to be held by May 2001. 
 
 
The current Government comprises DISY (which now includes the former Liberal Party), the 
United Democrats (EDI), a union of the Free Democrats, Ked, and the ADISOK, formed in 
1996, and former members of DIKO. Since the Socialists (EDEK) withdrew in December 1998, 
the government no longer has a majority in Parliament. 
 
 
 The Cypriot Government ( August 2000) 
 
Minister of Foreign Affairs     Mr Ioannis Kasoulides (DISY) 
Minister of Finance      Mr. Takis Klerides (independent) 
Minister of the Interior    Mr. Christodoulos Christodoulou (DISY) 
Minister of Defence     Mr.- Socrates Hassikos (DISY) 
Minister of Education and Culture    Mr. Ouranios Ioannides (DISY)  
Minister of Communications and Works   Mr. Averof Neophytou (DISY) 
Minister of Commerce, Industry and Tourism  Mr Nicos Rolandis (DISY) 
Minister of Agriculture, Natural Resources 
and the Environment Mr Costas  Themistocleous (EDI) 
Minister of Labour and Social Insurance  Mr Andreas Moushouttas (independent) 
Minister of Justice and Public Order   Mr Nicos Koshis (DISY) 
Minister of Health     Mr. Frixos Savvides  (independent) 
 
Cyprus is a member of the UN and its agencies, the Non-Aligned Movement, the Council of 
Europe and the Commonwealth. 
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c) Current issues 
 
Since the illegal occupation of the north of Cyprus by the Turkish army, political debate has been 
dominated by this situation and the need for a peaceful solution. The Turkish invasion and the de 
facto partition of the island had serious consequences which have become permanent concerns: 
 

- presence in the north of about 30 000 Turkish soldiers; 
- no freedom to move between the south and the occupied north - except under 

conditions linked to recognition of the illegal regime in the north; 
- enclave in the northern occupied territory of  432 Greek Cypriots and 159 Maronites 

(in November 1999) deprived of fundamental freedoms; 
- destruction of the cultural heritage in the illegally occupied zone; 
- massive transfer of settlers from Anatolia to the occupied zone with the aim of 

distorting demographic ratios; 
- violent incidents directly involving Turkey along the 'green line' in the summer of 

1996, leaving several people dead; 
- enlargement and modernisation of the military forces in the north and south, posing a 

threat to the stability of the region. President Clerides' decision not to finally deploy 
SS 300 missiles on Cyprus was welcomed. 

 
 d)  Progress of peace talks 
 
A framework agreement based on a 'set of ideas' was accepted by the United Nations Security 
Council. A series of 'confidence measures' was proposed by the United Nations Secretary-
General in order to facilitate the conclusion of this general agreement, the content of which was 
accepted by the Greek and Turkish Cypriots in 1994. 
 
Since then, no tangible result has been achieved and the most recent face-to-face talks between 
the President of the Republic and the Turkish Cypriot leader in July and August 1997 ended in 
failure. 
 
Many diplomatic approaches have been launched by the UN, the United States and the European 
Union, including attempts to bring pressure to bear on Turkey, in an effort to change the status 
quo, which is deemed to be unacceptable. The European Union, for its part, appoints a special 
envoy under each Presidency. 
 
In the framework of an initiative announced by the Secretary General of the UN on 30 
September 1998, the Special Representative of the UN Secretary General established a process 
of separate meetings with the two Cypriot leaders aimed at finding a basis for a resumption of 
direct talks. In order to reinforce the UN efforts, the G-8 Summit of Heads of States decided on 
21 June 1999 to "urge the UN Secretary General in accordance with relevant UN Security 
Council resolutions to invite leaders of the two parties to negotiations in the fall of 1999". In the 
conclusions, it was further stated that both parties should commit to set no pre-conditions, put all 
issues on the table, negotiate in good faith until a settlement is reached, and take full 
consideration of relevant UN resolutions and treaties. The Security Council endorsed this 
initiative by asking the UN Secretary General on 29 June 1999 (resolution 1250/1999) to invite 
the Greek and Turkish Cypriot leaders to hold negotiations in the autumn. 
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The proximity talks under the aegis of the UN Secretary General were opened in New York on 
3 December 1999. The first round of talks, which lasted until 14 December 1999, was followed 
by a second round in Geneva from 31 January to 8 February 2000. The third round started in 
Geneva on 5 July 2000. The talks were suspended on 12 July and resumed on 24 July 2000. 
They continued until early August and will resume in New York on 12 September 2000. The UN 
is seeking to upgrade the talks to direct negotiations in the following round. Presently,  President 
Clerides and the Turkish Cypriot leader Mr Denktash (re-elected in April 2000 as president of 
the self-proclaimed TRNC) meet separately with UN representatives. 
 
The gap between the two sides is considerable: the bicommunal, bizonal federal solution 
advocated by the UN is supported in principle by the Government of Cyprus; the Turkish 
Cypriot leadership, backed by the Turkish government, insists that it be granted some form of 
recognition before direct talks can take place and that a confederation between two equal states 
should be the basis for negotiations. 
 
The fact that Turkey is now officially regarded as a candidate for membership of the EU (cf. the 
Commission’s second report on Turkey of 13 October 1999) could help to resolve the situation. 
 
Turkey, which was granted candidate country status at the Helsinki Summit, will have to 
conform to the acquis communautaire, including the CFSP. At present, however, Turkey does 
not comply with the relevant United Nations resolutions nor with the European Union's position 
on Cyprus, which advocates a solution based on territorial sovereignty, independence, integrity 
and unity. 
 
The recent improvement in relations between Greece and Turkey should also offer hope for a 
settlement of the Cyprus conflict.  
 
Furthermore, the severe economic crisis in the self-declared TRNC could have a positive impact 
on the negotiations, as a settlement would imply an end to the effective economic embargo on 
the northern territory and result in substantial inflows of international aid, as well as increased 
tourism and trade.  
 
On 15 June 2000, the UN Security Council extended the mandate of the UNFICYP (United 
Nations Peace Keeping Force in Cyprus) for a further period of six months, until 15 December 
2000. In retaliation, the Turkish Cypriot leaders announced on 29 June 2000 a set of measures 
against the operations of the UN force in northern Cyprus, which have led to a renewed 
deterioration in relations.  
 
 
III. ECONOMIC SITUATION 
 
In its report of 1998 on Cyprus’ progress towards accession, the Commission confirms the ability 
of Cyprus’ economy to adjust to the challenges involved in adopting the ‘acquis 
communautaire’. 
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In the report of 13 October 1999, the Commission indicates that Cyprus is a market economy. 
 
While Cyprus’ economy is growing rapidly and inflation is under control, there are difficulties 
arising from macroeconomic and fiscal imbalances. 
 
The Commission recommends that Cyprus speeds up privatisation and promotes the 
competitiveness of banking. 
 
 a)  The state of the Cypriot economy up to 1998 
 
Cyprus is classified by the World Bank as a high-income country. The per capita income has 
reached the level of $ 13 000. 
 
The real growth rate of GDP during 1993/97 reached 3.4% on average per annum (with a drop in 
1996-1997). The major contributor to growth was the service sector, the share of which in GDP 
exhibited an upward trend and reached 73% in 1997, compared to 67.5% in 1992. In contrast, the 
share of agriculture and manufacturing sectors in GDP exhibited a downward trend, from 6% 
and 14% respectively in 1992 to 4% and 12% in 1997. Growth in 1998 reached 5%. 
 
In the labour market, unemployment has remained low even among groups which are considered 
vulnerable, such as the young, higher education graduates, women and older people (since 1996 
the rate has ranged between 3.1% and 3.4%). 
 
The full employment conditions led to tightness in the labour market, particularly during the 
early nineties, and exerted an upward pressure on wages. As a consequence, nominal unit labour 
costs rose by about 5% per annum during 1993/97, compared to about 1.5% on average in the 
EU, thus eroding cost competitiveness, which has mostly affected the primary and secondary 
sectors and tourism. 
 
Inflation rose from 2.6% in 1995 to 3% in 1996 and 3.6% in 1997. This rise is partially attributed 
to the increase in world oil prices during this period and a severe drought in Cyprus, which 
exerted upward pressures on prices of agricultural products. Inflation fell to an average of 2.2% 
in 1998 , as oil prices fell. 
 
Fiscal policies have been generally geared towards maintaining macroeconomic stability. 
Recently, however, the budget deficit exhibited an upward trend, reaching 3.4% in 1996 (from 
1% in 1995), 5.1% in 1997 and 5.6% in 1998, diverging temporarily from the respective 
Maastricht convergence criterion. Public debt also increased from 51.9% of GDP in 1995 to 
55.5% in 1997 and 59.7% in 1998. These developments are attributed, inter alia, to the slow-
down of economic growth during 1996/97, that affected public revenues, the loss of revenues 
associated with the dismantling of import tariffs in the context of the implementation of the EU-
Cyprus Customs Union Agreement, and the expansionary fiscal policy adopted by the 
Government. The latter was considered necessary to address the problems arising from the 
killing by the Turkish occupying forces of 3 Greek Cypriots in August and September 1996, 
which affected the investment climate and revenue from tourism, as well as the worst drought of 
the century, lasting for three years, which adversely affected agriculture. 
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  b)  Economic policies and recent developments 
 
The basic objective of macroeconomic policies in Cyprus is to maintain conditions of internal 
and external macroeconomic stability, thus creating an environment conducive to achieving 
sustainable growth.   The quantitative targets of the Government Strategy Development Plan for 
the period 1999-2003 take into account the constraints facing the Cypriot economy, as well as 
the Maastricht Convergence criteria. 
 
 The Government of Cyprus is promoting structural reforms in the fiscal, financial and trade 
sectors and in the labour market (incomes policy), with a view to reducing market rigidities and 
improving the allocation of resources in line with the comparative advantages of the economy. 
 
- Fiscal policy 
 
The Government of Cyprus recently prepared a fiscal package which, justified by the overall 
situation of the economy since the end of the first half of 1997, intended to reverse the fiscal 
imbalances of  recent years. The objective of this programme in quantitative terms is to contain 
the fiscal deficit below 3% during the next five-year period. According to this scenario, public 
debt is projected to remain below 60% of GDP. 
 
The fiscal programme contains measures both to restrain public consumer expenditure and to 
increase public revenue. On the expenditure side, the most important measures are a two-year 
freeze in the creation of new posts in the civil service, the abolition of one third of those posts in 
the civil service which become vacant during the next three years, the containment of increases 
in civil servants’ wages and salaries and overtime work and a 10-15% reduction in other public 
expenditure.  
 
On 25 May 2000, after a two-year delay, the House of Representatives finally approved an 
increase in the standard rate of Value-Added Tax (VAT) from 8% to 10%. However, the bulk of 
the extra revenue raised, estimated at CP 60 million (US $ 100 million) per year, will be offset 
by lower taxes and higher social welfare benefits for low-income groups, worth an estimated CP 
47 million, which the government had to agree to obtain the backing of the House. 
 
The Finance Minister, Takis Kleridis, is confident that revenue from other indirect tax increases 
approved at the end of 1999, tighter expenditure controls and improved tax collection will keep 
this year's budget deficit below 5% of GDP.  However, the government, which does not have a 
majority in the House of Representatives, continues to face strong opposition to measures aimed 
at reducing the fiscal imbalance and will probably have difficulty tightening up policy before the 
2001 legislative election. 
 
The financing of fiscal deficits is also being gradually harmonised in accordance with the 
provisions of the Maastricht Treaty. In more concrete terms non-bank financing, through money 
creation, has been reduced significantly during 1995/97 and it will be abolished completely 
before accession. 
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- Monetary policy 
 
In the financial sector, significant steps towards liberalisation and structural reform have been 
undertaken in recent years. Since January 1996, the Central Bank of Cyprus has introduced a 
new framework of monetary policy implementation, which is based on modern indirect methods 
of monetary control, instead of the direct control methods (minimum liquidity ratio, credit 
control etc.) hitherto used. 
 
In parallel, the Government of Cyprus is proceeding with the liberalisation of capital inflows and 
outflows. Restrictions on current transactions and foreign direct investment in Cyprus are being 
gradually phased out, while investment by Cypriot entrepreneurs abroad is, under certain 
circumstances, encouraged. Further steps towards the liberalisation of capital inflows and 
outflows are conditional on the liberalisation of the rules governing interest rates and more 
specifically on the abolition of the legal limit on interest rates.. 
 
The Central Bank of Cyprus is prevented from increasing interest rates to control strong credit 
expansion by an interest-rate-9% ceiling, in place until 2001. As a result, it had to resort to direct 
instruments of monetary control with the governor of the Central Bank announcing new 
measures intended to curb the expansion of bank credit to the private sector. These measures, 
which came into effect on 1st June 2000, consist of monthly credit ceilings for individual banks. 
The Central Bank has set an overall target of 12% for annual credit expansion. 
 
The authorities of Cyprus are aware that financial reforms can, under certain conditions, lead to 
sudden large increases in total liquidity, with potentially destabilising effects on the economy. 
Therefore, the liberalisation of the financial sector is being accompanied by a strengthening of 
banking supervision. The recently approved Banking Bill is an important step in this direction, 
fully in line with EU directives. 
 
- Foreign exchange policy 
 
The Cyprus pound has been unilaterally pegged to the ECU since June 1992 and to the euro 
since 1 January 1999, within a narrow fluctuation band of +/–2.25%. This has been supported by 
prudent macroeconomic policies which are primarily aimed at containing inflationary pressures 
and keeping deficits on the current account of the balance of payments at manageable levels. 
Such practice has proved viable. It is indicative that actual daily fluctuations of the value of the 
Cyprus pound vis-à-vis the ECU around the central rate since the day of the peg have been much 
lower than the variation allowed for by the bands; the maximum positive variation has been +1% 
and the maximum negative variation has been 0.7%. Moreover, it is worth stressing that 
according to a background paper on the external competitiveness of the Cyprus economy 
prepared by the IMF, the current exchange rate level in Cyprus is in line with savings-investment 
fundamentals. 
 
 c)  Results for 1999 / Forecasts for  2000/2001  
 
Real GDP increased by an estimated 4.5% in 1999 driven by strong growth in tourism and 
financial services but domestic demand slowed sharply. Cyprus' real GDP growth is forecast by 
EIU to slow gradually to about 4% in 2000-01. 
 
Despite a slight increase to 3.6% in 1999, the unemployment rate remained low. 
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Domestic demand is forecast to pick up after a slowdown in 1999, but this will be offset by a 
sharp fall in the contribution to growth of the foreign balance, from 3.3% in 1999 to just 0.4% in 
2000, reflecting stronger import growth which will balance the continuing strong growth in the 
tourism sector. The recovery in domestic demand is expected to be driven mainly by stronger 
consumption growth and rising expenditure on gross fixed investment, notably in construction, 
as a result of planned tourism and infrastructure projects. 
 
Consumer price inflation averaged 1.7% in 1999 but rose sharply in the final quarter of the year, 
reaching 3.7% in December. The surge continued in the first four months of 2000 with the rate 
rising to 4.8% in April. The rise reflects an increase in excise duty in October 1999, higher 
international energy prices and the continued weakness of the Cyprus pound against the US 
dollar. In 2000, inflation is forecast by EIU to average about 4.2%, as inflationary pressures are 
expected to remain strong during the remainder of the year.  
 
The current-account deficit is estimated to have fallen to 2.7% of GDP in 1999, from 6.3% in 
1998, signalling a reduction in the deficit of the merchandise balance as a percentage of GDP 
and a larger than expected surplus on the services balance. The reduction in the merchandise 
trade deficit was mainly the result of a fall in the value of imports, pushed down by the weakness 
of domestic demand and lower military spending. The higher surplus on the invisibles balance 
reflected a sharp rise in net earnings from tourism in 1999. According to EIU, the current-
account deficit is expected to widen to around 3.5-4% in 2000-01; the forecast reflects mainly an 
acceleration in imports growth (as a result of a recovery in domestic demand and higher 
international oil prices), and the weakness of the Cyprus pound against the US dollar. 
 
Forecast summary (EIU) 
(% unless otherwise indicated) 

          1998(a)     1999(b)     2000(c)       2001(c) 
Real GDP growth    5.0  4.5  4.0   4.0 
Industrial production growth   2.8  1.0  1.5   4.9 
Unemployment rate (average)  3.3  3.6  3.8   3.8 
Consumer price inflation  
Average       2.2  1.6  4.2   3.0 
Year-end      0.9  3.7  4.1   1.9 
Government balance (% of GDP)         -5.6          -4.5          -5.2             -5.3 
Current-account balance (US$m)        -561         -247         -329            -388 
(% of GDP)      -6.3  -2.7  -3.7   -3.8 
Total foreign debt 
(year-end; US$ bn)           11.7          11.5          11.6             12.4 
Exchange rates (av) 
CP:US$       0.518  0.543  0.599   0.557 
CP: Y100      0.396  0.477  0.557   0.534 
CP: €       0.580  0.578  0.580   0.579 

(a) Actual. (b) EIU estimates (c) EIU forecasts (d) Ecu before 1999. 
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IV. RELATIONS WITH THE EUROPEAN UNION  
          AND ENLARGEMENT 
 
 a)  Association agreement, Financial protocols and the institutional  
                  framework 
 
 Association agreement 
Trade relations between the EU and Cyprus are governed by the association agreement signed on 
19 December 1972. The signing of this agreement was followed by that of four technical and 
financial co-operation protocols bringing the agreement into line with recent developments.   The 
protocol signed on 19 October 1978 defining the conditions and procedures necessary for the 
implementation of the second phase of the agreement, which provides for the establishment of a 
customs union in two stages, is particularly important. Since 1 January 1998, only a few 
industrial and agricultural products have been excluded from the system of free movement of 
goods. That date brought the dismantling of the last obstacles to free trade, with a view to the 
establishment of a customs union to be finalised by the year 2002. 
 
Since the illegal occupation of the northern part of Cyprus by Turkey, Community policy vis-à-
vis Cyprus has been subject to two principles: 
 
- recognition of the legal government only (in accordance with the UN resolutions);  and  
- the wish to allow the whole of Cyprus' population to enjoy the benefits of association (which 

until very recently enabled the Turkish community to avoid isolation, since the Community 
accepted certificates of origin coming from the occupied zone, thus allowing most of the 
citrus fruit from the north to keep its British outlets). 

 
However, since the Court of Justice ruling of 5 July 1994 (following the dispute between the 
British agriculture ministry and Greek Cypriot exporters), EU Member States have been called 
upon not to recognise the movement certificates and plant health certificates of citrus fruit and 
potatoes from northern Cyprus. This decision therefore showed the attitude of the United 
Kingdom and the Commission, who until then had adopted a free-trade approach devoid of any 
political considerations, to have been wrong. Although the ruling represented a success for the 
Republic of Cyprus, the only internationally recognised authority for the whole island of Cyprus, 
it was strongly criticised by the northern part of the island which believes it will widen the gap 
between the two communities and consolidate separation. It could also increase the north's 
economic and political dependence on Turkey. 
 
Trade 
 
The European Union (EU) is Cyprus' number one trading partner. However, the island has a 
considerable trade deficit vis-à-vis the Union, amounting to 1.559 billion ecu in 1997. Cyprus' 
imports from the EU have risen to ECU 1.932 billion and exports to the EU amount to ECU 373 
million.  It should be noted (cf. Commission report - November 1998) that the percentage of total 
exports to Union markets has fallen since the beginning of the 1990s to the benefit of Eastern 
European markets.  
 
An analysis of foreign trade by region shows some significant changes in January-February 
2000 compared with the same period in 1999.  Higher oil prices caused imports from oil-
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exporting countries to rise as a percentage of total imports, while the recovery in re-export 
activity boosted trade with Russia and Arab countries.  Imports from Arab countries increased in 
value by 213%, bringing their share of total imports to 7.4%, up from 3% in the same period in 
the previous year.  Despite an increase of 28.5% in value, exports to the EU remained unchanged 
as a percentage of the total.  Imports from the EU were up by 13.3% compared with the same 
period in the previous year.  However, the EU accounted for a smaller share of total imports, 
which fell to 51.4% from 56.8% in the same period in 1999. 
 
Among the EU Member States, the United Kingdom is traditionally Cyprus' main trading 
partner. 
 
EU exports to Cyprus consist mainly of machinery and transport equipment. The European 
Union imports mainly foodstuffs, particularly vegetables, fruit and drinks, and tobacco.   
 
Financial Protocols 
 
Under the terms of the association agreement and the three financial protocols, the EU has 
granted Cyprus financial aid amounting to a total of ECU 136 million in the form of grants and 
EIB loans. However, a major part of the funds allotted to Cyprus under the third financial 
protocol has not been used because of the problems arising from the virtual partition of the 
island. The fourth financial protocol (1996-1998: extended until 31 December 1999) allocating 
ECU 22 m in grants and ECU 52 m in loans (total: ECU 74 m) was signed on 30 October 1995. 
Its aim was to provide partial funding for projects and measures designed to contribute to 
Cyprus' economic and social development in preparation for its membership of the European 
Union and to support the efforts being made to find a solution to the political dispute. As this 
Protocol expired at the end of 1999, the financial co-operation will continue with a specific 
financial Regulation for Cyprus and Malta (see below). 
 
Cyprus also benefits from regional and horizontal measures under the MEDA programme, which 
is an important aspect of the Euro-Mediterranean partnership inaugurated at the Barcelona 
Conference in November 1995. With the eleven other non-EU Mediterranean countries and the 
Member States, it is taking part in the dialogue on political and security questions, the projected 
Euro-Mediterranean free trade area and the social, cultural and human aspects of the partnership. 
 
• = Institutional framework 
 
• = Association Council: should meet once a year in principle. The Council looks in detail at the 

progress made by Cyprus in harmonisation with the acquis. 
 
• = Joint Parliamentary Committee: set up in 1991. The JPC consists of Members of the 

European Parliament and of the Chamber of representatives of the Republic of Cyprus. It 
meets twice a year and has served to strengthen interparliamentary dialogue - it has replaced 
the delegations which used to meet more sporadically. Its agenda regularly includes the 
political situation in Cyprus, human rights (the northern enclave), relations between the EU 
and Cyprus, progress in adapting to the acquis and the accession negotiations. 
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• = Political dialogue 
 
Following the decision by the European Council in Rhodes, political dialogue between the 
European Union and Cyprus was established in 1989. 
 
The scope was extended on 12 June 1995 to meetings of political leaders and experts on human 
rights issues, disarmament, security, the OSCE, terrorism and the United Nations. 
 
There has also been regular contact between EU and Cypriot diplomatic missions in third 
countries. 
 
Cypriot sources say that Cyprus has associated itself with most of the EU's foreign policy 
statements (e.g. 88.5% of votes in the UN General Assembly in 1995 and 98% in 1996). 
 
• = Structured dialogue 
 
This was initiated in June 1995 and has revealed areas where Cyprus must make efforts to adapt 
to the EU's legal system and policies. 
 
On 17 July 1995, the Council of General Affairs Ministers defined the framework for the various 
subjects and levels of representation: 
 
- meetings between heads of state or government at European Council meetings; 
- meetings at ministerial or other level on areas relating to the CFSP, justice and home affairs 

and subjects of common interest. 
 
 b)   Cyprus' application for membership 
 
The application for membership submitted on 4 July 1990 by the Republic of Cyprus applies to 
the whole island. As stated in Agenda 2000, membership should benefit the whole island and 
representatives of the northern population should be involved in the membership negotiations. 
The illegally occupied zone refuses to allow the membership application to be submitted on 
behalf of the island as a whole. Its leader has let it be known that the start of EU membership 
negotiations would trigger partition of the island and union of the northern zone with Turkey. An 
association agreement between northern Cyprus and Turkey - with no international legal force - 
was signed in August 1997 by the leader of the northern zone and Turkey. According to the 
former, the Turkish Cypriots would only participate in the negotiations on condition that the 
TRNC was 'recognised' as an entity. 
 
Commission position 
 
On 30 June 1993, the Commission delivered a favourable opinion on Cyprus' eligibility and 
scheduled a reconsideration of the application for membership and re-evaluation of the situation 
for 1 January 1995. 
 
On 26 January 1995, the Commission presented its reconsideration of the application for 
membership and confirmed Cyprus' suitability for membership of the Union. 
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In Agenda 2000, presented on 15 July 1997, the Commission confirmed the opening of 
negotiations with Cyprus six months after the end of the IGC. “Agreement on a political 
settlement would permit a faster conclusion to the negotiations. If progress towards a settlement 
is not made before the negotiations are due to begin, they should be opened with the government 
of the Republic of Cyprus, as the only authority recognised by international law”. 
 
On 17 November 1998, the Commission submitted a new report on the general situation to the 
European Council as requested by the European Council in Cardiff. 
 
A second regular report on the progress of Cyprus towards accession was submitted by the 
Commission in October 1999.  The next regular report is expected to be presented in November 
2000. 
 
The Commissioner in charge of enlargement, Günter Verheugen, visited Cyprus from 23 to 25 
March 2000.  He had talks with the Cypriot authorities on the enlargement process but also met 
the Turkish Cypriot leader, representatives of different political parties and other representatives 
of the Turkish Cypriot community.  The meeting with the Turkish Cypriot leader was the first 
since December 1997 and since the decision taken at that time to suspend contacts with the 
European Commission.  The meeting resulted in an agreement to return to pre-Luxembourg 
European Council arrangements, namely that the EU delegation in Cyprus can have access to the 
northern part of the island.  The Commissioner encouraged a two-way flow of information on 
EU matters including the establishment of projects involving both communities. 
 
 
Position of the European Parliament 
 
The EP adopted a resolution on 12 July 1995 supporting the decision of the General Affairs 
Council of 6 March 1995 that membership negotiations with Cyprus would begin 6 months after 
the Intergovernmental Conference, taking the outcome of this conference into account (A4-
0156/95). This position was reiterated in its resolution of 19 September 1996. 
 
On 4 December 1997, in its resolution on the Commission Communication 'Agenda 2000 - For a 
stronger and wider Union', the European Parliament called on the Council and the Commission 
to do all that they could to promote a peaceful settlement to the Cyprus question in accordance 
with United Nations resolutions.   It took the view that the negotiations on membership to be 
carried out with the Government of Cyprus should not be linked to the resolution of the dispute 
and called on the Commission to persuade the two communities living on the island of the 
advantages of membership of the European Union and to associate the two communities in the 
enlargement process. 
 
The EP also called on the Commission and Council to recognise the excellent economic and 
financial situation of the Republic of Cyprus which would enable the island to meet the criteria 
for EMU immediately thus facilitating  negotiations for membership.    These negotiations 
should under no circumstances be dependent upon the state of relations with Turkey and should 
be concluded as quickly as possible. 
 
During the April 1999 part-session, the EP adopted the Bertens report concerning the 
Commission’s report of November 1998 on Cyprus (PE 229.878/fin.) in which it welcomed the 
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progress made in Cyprus in adopting the ‘acquis communautaire’ and reiterated its position that 
accession should not be conditional upon a peace settlement. 
 
On 17 February 2000, the EP adopted a resolution (in the Brok report) on the proposal for a 
Council regulation on the implementation of operations in the framework of the pre-accession 
strategy for Cyprus and Malta .  In its resolution, the EP considered the EUR 95 million allocated 
for the implementation of the regulation to be “inadequate”. 
 
The EP and, in particular, its delegation to the EU/Cyprus JPC had often criticised the fact that 
Cyprus did not receive financial pre-accession aid like the other candidate countries. 
 
The Committee on Foreign Affairs, Human Rights, Common Security and Defence Policy of the 
European Parliament will soon consider the draft report on the application by Cyprus for 
membership of the European Union and progress made with negotiations (rapporteur: Mr. 
Jacques F. Poos).  The report is expected to be presented to the first part-session of October 
2000, together with another 11 reports, one for each candidate country and a general report on 
the Enlargement of the European Union. 
 
 
Position of the Council and European Council 
 
On 6 March 1995, the General Affairs Council announced, in a 'package' decision that included a 
customs union agreement with Turkey, that accession negotiations with Cyprus would begin 6 
months after the end of the work of the IGC, taking its results into account. 
 
The Council has reiterated that position on many occasions. 
 
The Council Presidency confirmed in July 1997 that accession negotiations with Cyprus would 
begin at the start of 1998 and stressed that there was no link between the negotiations and a 
peaceful settlement of the Cyprus question. 
 
On 12-13 December 1997, the European Council in Luxembourg decided that the enlargement 
process would be launched on 30 March 1998 with a meeting in Brussels of the Foreign Affairs 
Ministers of the fifteen European Union Member States, the ten Central and Eastern European 
applicant countries and Cyprus, through the establishment of a single framework system for 
these applicant countries. 
 
The Council decided to set up a European conference bringing together European Union 
Member States and other European states wishing to join the Union and sharing its internal and 
external values and objectives.  This was done on 12 March 1998. 
 
The official opening of enlargement negotiations took place on 30 March for all applicant 
countries. 
 
A bilateral intergovernmental conference was convened on 31 March 1998 to begin negotiations 
with Cyprus on the conditions of its admission to the Union and the amendments to the Treaties 
that this admission will entail. These negotiations will be based on the general framework for 
negotiation noted by the Council on 8 December 1997. 
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Cyprus' membership should benefit all the communities and contribute to civil peace and 
reconciliation. The membership negotiations will make a positive contribution to the search for a 
political solution to the Cyprus problem through  talks to be held under the auspices of the 
United Nations with a view to setting up a bicommunal, bizonal federation. In this context, the 
European Council calls for the willingness of the Government of Cyprus to include 
representatives of the Turkish Cypriot community in the accession negotiations delegation to be 
acted upon. The necessary contacts to ensure that this happens will be made by the Presidency 
and the Commission. 
 

*** 
 
The European Institutions expressed regret that the offer by President Clerides, on the day 
following his re-election, to include a representative of the Turkish Cypriot Community in the 
negotiating team had been rejected by Mr Denktash. The offer still remains open. The present 
obstacle should have no influence on the negotiating process that had been opened with the 
Republic of Cyprus as one entity. 
 
As indicated by the authorities of Cyprus, the northern part of the island is being kept informed 
of the progress of the negotiations by means of the ‘accession negotiations’ Internet site 
maintained by the Government of the Republic of Cyprus. 
 
 
Position of Cyprus and of the Member States 
 
Foreign Minister Kasoulides stated on 17 July 1997 that Cyprus wanted reunification and 
reconciliation of all Cypriots, if possible before accession. 
 
In his statement at the Third Intergovernmental Conference for Cyprus’ Accession to the 
European Union in Luxembourg on 21 June 1999, the Cyprus Foreign Minister Kasoulides said 
that “as repeatedly stated by the Cyprus Government, our wish is that our Turkish Cypriot 
compatriots work and share with us the task and responsibility of preparing Cyprus for accession 
and enjoy the benefits of membership with all other Cypriots". 
 

 Reservations had been expressed by some Member States at the inclusion of Cyprus in the 
European Union while the status quo was maintained (i.e. while it was still divided). However, at 
the Edinburgh summit following the European Conference of 12 March, the Member States 
registered their agreement on keeping accession negotiations separate from efforts to find a 
solution to the Cypriot problem. France again expressed reservations at the European Summit in 
Cardiff (June 1998). However, the Council's conclusions endorse the previous position: no 
preconditions for accession. 
 
At the meeting of the General Affairs Council in Luxembourg on 5 October 1998, it was decided 
that technical accession negotiations on certain aspects would begin with the first group of 
countries on 10 November. The Council also reaffirmed the principle whereby progress towards 
access to the European Union and a just and viable solution to the Cypriot problem would 
naturally strengthen each other and that accession would help restore civil peace and encourage 
reconciliation on the island. 
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On 9 November 1998, four Member States (France, Italy, Germany and the Netherlands) again 
expressed reservations about the accession of Cyprus  while it was divided. This position was 
denounced in the EP report (PE 229.878) adopted in April 1999. 
 
The Helsinki European Council (11 December 1999) formally declared that the accession of 
Cyprus to the EU was not conditional upon a settlement of the political situation. 
 
 
 
 c)   Pre-accession Strategy and Cyprus' progress towards accession 
 
Pre-accession strategy 
 
The Council of 12-13 December 1997 decided on a special pre-accession strategy for Cyprus 

based on: 
 
- participation in certain targeted measures, especially in the areas of strengthening 

administrative and judicial capacity and justice and home affairs; 
 
- participation in certain Community programmes and agencies (along the lines of the 

approach adopted in the case of the other applicant countries), such as Leonardo, Socrates, 
Youth for Europe, Ariane, Raphael and Kaleidoscope; 

 
- use of the technical assistance provided by TAIEX (Technical Assistance Information 

Exchange Office). 
 
Under Council Regulation No 555/2000 of 13 March 2000 on the implementation of operations 
in the framework of the pre-accession strategy for the Republic of Cyprus and the Republic of 
Malta, the Union’s pre-accession strategy for Cyprus shall be based in particular on: the 
establishment of an Accession Partnership; support for priority operations to prepare for 
accession as defined within the accession partnerships on the basis of analyses of its economic 
situation, taking account of the Copenhagen criteria; participation in certain Community 
programmes and agencies.  The financial reference amount for the implementation of the 
Regulation is EUR 95 million to be shared with Malta for the period expiring on 31 December 
2004 (EUR 57 million will be allocated to Cyprus for the period 2000-2004).  In addition, EUR 
50 million is available from the EIB in the context of the 4th EU-Cyprus Financial Protocol.  
Co-operation projects and operations will be in the form of grants and may be financed in the 
following indicative areas: 
 
- technical assistance, training or other services, supplies and works, audits and evaluations; 
- any operations which contribute to the reconciliation of the two Cypriot communities.  

Community financing may cover investment with the exception of the purchase of buildings 
and recurring costs including administrative, maintenance and operating costs, taking into 
account that projects must aim to have recurring costs taken over by beneficiaries.   

 
The Commission will regularly assess operations financed by the Community to establish 
whether the objectives have been achieved and to provide guidelines for improving the 
effectiveness of future operations.  Assessment reports shall be sent to any Member States 
requesting them and to the European Parliament.  The Commission will submit to Parliament and 
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Council an annual overall assessment of operations financed by the Community under this 
Regulation, together with suggestions regarding the future of this Regulation and, where 
necessary, proposals for amendment. 
 
The first Accession Partnership for Cyprus was adopted by the Council on 20 March 2000 
(Council Decision 2000/248/EC on the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives and 
conditions contained in the Accession Partnership with the Republic of Cyprus).  Its purpose is 
to set out in a single framework the priority areas for further work identified in the 
Commission’s 1999 regular report on the progress made by Cyprus towards membership of the 
European Union, the financial means available to help Cyprus implement these priorities and the 
conditions which will apply to that assistance. 
 
The short-term political priorities (end of 2000) mainly concern the deployment of effort in order 
to arrive at a balanced political solution to the island’s problems under the aegis of the UN. 
 
On the economic front, priorities primarily concern ensuring that the budget deficit does not 
grow and the liberalisation of capital movements; with regard to the internal market, priority will 
be given to harmonisation in the area of public procurement, intellectual property and 
competition.  Other priorities include agriculture (alignment with the CAP), transport (maritime 
sector), environment (introduction of framework and sectorial legislation), social affairs and 
employment, justice and home affairs (right of asylum) and the strengthening of administrative 
and judiciary capacity (in particular the management and control of EU funds). 
 
In the medium-term, the measures concern the introduction of a programme to liberalise public 
sector companies and the continuation of the restructuring process.  In the single market area, the 
clause giving preferential treatment to local production will have to be abolished by 2002 and the 
process of harmonisation in the fields of agriculture, environment, energy (petrol stock 
requirements) and the administration of justice followed up.  With regard to the programming of 
financial resources, the partnership confirms pre-accession aid provided for in the framework of 
Regulation 555/2000/EC of 13 March 2000. 
 
Cyprus has been invited to prepare a national programme for the adoption of the acquis 
(NPAA),setting out a timetable for achieving priorities and intermediate objectives, based on the 
Accession Partnership, as well as necessary administrative structures and financial resources. 
 
Financial assistance for financing projects is conditional on Cyprus respecting its commitments 
under the Association Agreement, on it taking further steps towards satisfying the Copenhagen 
criteria and, in particular, on making progress in meeting the specific priorities of this Accession 
Partnership in 2000.  Failure to respect these general conditions could lead to a decision by the 
Council suspending financial assistance on the basis of Article 4 of Regulation (EC) No 622/98. 
 
The implementation of the Accession Partnership is monitored in the framework of the 
Association Agreement and in particular the Association Committee. 
 
A bilateral agreement for full participation of Cyprus in Media II, the Community programme 
for a common audiovisual policy, has been concluded. Cyprus is on the way to complete 
harmonisation of its legislation with Community acts in the audiovisual field. It has fully 
incorporated the television without frontiers directive in its legislation. 
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Cyprus should also soon be receiving assistance under the following programmes: 
 
- Multiannual Programme for  Entreprises and Entrepreneurship (2001-2006); 
- Karolus, an exchange programme for national civil servants, to enable the ‘acquis’ to be 

better applied ; 
- Fiscalis: a programme of co-operation between tax authorities; 
- Participation in programmes in the fields of public health, energy saving, culture and justice 

is under consideration. 
 
In May 1999, Cyprus formally agreed to participate in the 5th Framework Programme of 
Research and Technological Development. Since May 1999, it has also been a full member of 
COST (co-operation in the field of scientific and technological research).  Cyprus has been 
participating in the last phase of the Education and Training programmes Leonardo, Socrates and 
Youth.  It also intends to participate in the new phase (2000-2006) of Leonardo II, Socrates II 
and Youth, from 2001 on. 
 
As proposed in the Communication of the Commission of 20 December 1999 (COM (1999)710) 
on guidelines for the participation of candidate countries in Community programmes, agencies 
and committees, the participation of Cyprus in Community agencies is also foreseen, in 
particular the European Environment Agency and the European Monitoring Centre for Drugs 
and Drug Addiction. 
 
 “Screening” and the accession negotiations 
 
A start was made with the group of 5+1 countries (viz: Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic, 
Slovenia, Estonia and Cyprus), starting in April 1998. The process includes an analytical 
assessment (“screening”) of the situation in certain sectors in the applicant countries in relation 
to the acquis communautaire. The areas presenting the fewest problems were considered first; 
the aim was to assess a total of 31 sectors (or chapters) by the end of 1999.  As stated above, the 
General Affairs Council (5 October 1998, Luxembourg) decided to open technical negotiations 
on subjects where the ‘acquis’ had already been reviewed. 
 
The "acquis screening" procedure with Cyprus began in April 1998 and was completed in June 
1999.  In the meantime, substantial negotiations on certain chapters of the “acquis” began in 
November 1998. 
 
In June 2000, Cyprus closed the EU negotiating chapters on common foreign and security policy 
(CFSP), social and employment policy, company law, fisheries and financial controls, bringing 
the number of chapters that have been provisionally closed to 16, more than any other applicant 
country.  These chapters also include economic and monetary union (EMU), statistics, industrial 
policy, small and medium enterprises, science and research, education and training, 
telecommunications, audiovisual, consumer protection and health, customs union and external 
relations. 
 
Furthermore, all the remaining chapters have now been opened for negotiations with Cyprus, 
except the chapter on “Institutions”, which will wait until the end of the Intergovernmental 
Conference on the reform of the institutions. 
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Commission reports on Cyprus’ progress towards accession  
 
As decided at the Luxembourg European Council, the Commission is to submit to the Council 
regular reports on each applicant country’s progress towards accession in the light of the political 
and economic criteria for accession and the extent to which the ‘acquis’ has been incorporated. 
 
In its first report in November 1998, the Commission indicated that in general its  
assessment, which could not concern the whole island because of the northern part's refusal to 
participate in the negotiations, was very positive as regards adoption of the acquis 
communautaire by Cyprus, especially the customs union. The Commission listed the sectors in 
which efforts must be made, particularly offshore activities, the financial sector, shipping, 
telecommunications, justice and home affairs. In these sectors,Cyprus' administrative capacities 
must also be strengthened. 
 
In its second report of 13 October 1999, the Commission observed that Cyprus certainly 
fulfilled the Copenhagen criteria and that it was a market economy but criticised the lack of 
progress which had been made in aligning Cyprus’ provisions with the internal market since the 
1998 report, particularly in the field of standardisation. Progress was still needed with regard to 
the movement of capital, the environment, veterinary inspections and immigration and asylum 
policy. Administrative capacities still needed to be expanded in the field of shipping. 
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